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Abstract
The offshore platform’s topside is vulnerable to accidental loads, including impact and blast loads that arise from hydrocarbon
explosions. In addition, higher stresses are developed on members under the wind and wave loads. Recent studies show the
effective use of functionally graded materials (FGM) for marine applications under high pressure and temperature. In the
current study, FGM comprising carbon-manganese steel and duplex stainless steel is used in members prone to hydrocarbon
explosion. Topside with two combinations, FGM andX52 steel, and X52 steel alone are compared. A displacement-controlled
nonlinear pushover analysis carried out on the offshore topside with FGM and X52 steel illustrates the advantage of using
FGM in probable regions of hydrocarbon explosion. A significant reduction in plastic hinge formations is a clear manifestation
of using FGM as the structural material, as it showed increased load capacity compared to X52 steel under lateral loads.
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1 Introduction

Offshore platforms are form-dominant steel structures
deployed in the deep sea for exploratory drilling, natural
gasses, and oil [1–3]. The topside comprises several facili-
ties to support such operations and is subjected to accidental
loads, which include impact and blast loads, developing
higher stress concentration on structural elements [4–6].
Functionally graded materials (FGM) are suggested for
topside application due to their increased strength and perfor-
mance criteria [7]. The current study examines the capacity of
offshore topside under accidental loads using pushover anal-
ysis while comparing the response behaviour using FGMand
X52 steel. The topside view and details of several compo-
nents contributing to the load during operation are shown
in Fig. 1. Numerical studies carried out using pushover
analysis on buildings showed that the response spectrum
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method underestimates the building’s response compared to
the model-pushover analysis [8, 9]. Steel structures under
lateral loads are examined to study the effect of concentric
bracings on different seismic zones, base shear, roof displace-
ment, and hinge formations [10]. Steel moment-resisting
frames with reduced beam section, reduced web section, and
fully fixed moment connection are compared to highlight the
superiority of the reduced web section. [11]. Braced steel
frames showed higher shear capacity [12], but irregularity
in the plan shall result in torsional coupling [13]. Offshore
topside, as seen in the figure, exhibits a lot of vertical and hor-
izontal irregularities due to the electro-mechanical layout of
equipment and pipelines; detailed investigations under acci-
dental loads make the studymore important to arrive at a safe
design.

Pushover analysis is discussed as an alternate to inelas-
tic seismic analysis. The effect of higher mode contributions
and a continuous change in the structure’s resistance distri-
bution are elements of uncertainty in the pushover analysis
[14]. Modal pushover showed improvement while retaining
simplicity over the response spectrum analysis [15–17]. It
also contains material nonlinearity under a combined stress
state [18]. Ant colony optimization (ACO) is an alternate to
estimate the seismic performance of steel frames,which com-
pares well with the genetic algorithm [19]. It is interesting
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